Understanding neural variability is currently one of the biggest challenges in neuroscience. Using theory and computational modeling, we study the behavior of a globally coupled inhibitory neural network, in which each neuron follows a purely stochastic two-state spiking process. We investigate the role of both this intrinsic randomness and the conduction delay on the emergence of fast (e.g., gamma) oscillations. Toward that end, we expand the recently proposed linear noise approximation (LNA) technique to this non-Markovian "delay" case. The analysis first leads to a nonlinear delay-differential equation (DDE) with multiplicative noise for the mean activity. The LNA then yields two coupled DDEs, one of which is driven by additive Gaussian white noise. These equations on their own provide an excellent approximation to the full network dynamics, which are much longer to integrate. They further allow us to compute a theoretical expression for the power spectrum of the population activity. Our analytical result is in good agreement with the power spectrum obtained via numerical simulations of the full network dynamics, for the large range of parameters where both the intrinsic stochasticity and the conduction delay are necessary for the occurrence of oscillations. The intrinsic noise arises from the probabilistic description of each neuron, yet it is expressed at the system activity level, and it can only be controlled by the system size. In fact, its effect on the fluctuations in system activity disappears in the infinite network size limit, but the characteristics of the oscillatory activity depend on all model parameters including the system size. Using the Hilbert transform, we further show that the intrinsic noise causes sporadic strong fluctuations in the phase of the gamma rhythm.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major challenges in neuroscience is to produce an analytical treatment of variability. It is important to first make the distinction between an internal source of fluctuation and an external one [1, 2] . While the external source of noise usually refers to the random fluctuations attributed to the environment of the neurons, the internal source is mainly imputed to the probabilistic nature of the chemical reactions governing the firing process of neurons. More precisely, in a neural network, external or "extrinsic" noise is present because neurons are bombarded by thousands of synaptic inputs, while the internal or "intrinsic" variability refers to the randomness in the openings and closings of the ion channels underlying action potentials [3] .
For the description of a neural network, once the deterministic equation that describes the mean activity is written, noise is usually included to obtain a stochastic differential equation of the Langevin type (see, e.g., [4] ). This equation can then be further analyzed via the Fokker-Planck equation.
Here, however, we wish to understand the contribution of a special form of intrinsic fluctuations to the dynamics of neural networks by considering a two-state (quiescent versus active) probabilistic formulation of the single neuron dynamics. Among other things, this formal approach leads to system-size-dependent effects; note that this is not a necessary condition for such effects, since, e.g., they are known to occur even in deterministic networks with chaotic dynamics [5] . As we will show, this two-state probabilistic approach can also accommodate the inclusion of delays. Thus, we investigate a model where the variability is only treated intrinsically as in [6, 7] . Although this form of noise finds its origin in single neurons, it is propagated through the network such that ultimately each neuron experiences its intrinsic noise plus an extrinsic noise coming from the synaptic interactions with the other cells.
It is well established that random fluctuations alter considerably the nature of a dynamical system. As a basic example, noise produces stochastic oscillations that we do not see in the deterministic dynamics. For the treatment of the internal fluctuation, examples can be found in the context of predator-prey population dynamics [8] or epidemics [9] . In those situations, random fluctuations transform the damped oscillatory system into a system with noise-induced oscillations. The long-term behavior is no longer a convergence toward a stable equilibrium. From a mathematical perspective, a precise description is that the eigenvalues of the stability matrix are complex (and of course conjugate). This kind of oscillatory behavior is often referred to as a quasicycle. Furthermore, because the variability is purely intrinsic, an important feature of these oscillations is that the amplitude depends on the size of the system considered [8, 9] .
In computational neuroscience, similar observations were reported, using a standard cortical model of a neural network composed of excitatory-inhibitory cells [6, 7] [the E-I interaction, also called the PING model for a pyramidal-interneuron network for gamma oscillation (30-100 Hz)]. In the presence of internal fluctuations, stochastic oscillations were observed numerically and explained analytically. The deterministic activity of the neural network, computed by averaging the mean activity of the pyramidal and of the inhibitory neurons, approaches a fixed point in an oscillatory fashion. Nonetheless, the fluctuations lead the system to a persistent oscillatory behavior. In this situation, the intrinsic variability transforms deterministic damped oscillations into noise-induced oscillations. Again, the eigenvalues of the stability matrix are complex conjugate. Furthermore, the power spectrum of the global activity agrees well with the power spectrum of local field potential (LFP) recordings [10] . So while oscillations are ubiquitous in the brain, and there is ongoing debate about how they are generated (see, e.g., [11] for a review on gamma oscillations), this phenomenon where oscillations are induced by intrinsic noise adds another plausible explanation of gamma oscillations present in the cortex [6] .
Another well understood mechanism involves the coherent activity generated solely by excitatory neurons (the E-E interaction-see [12] [13] [14] ). In this situation, all the neurons emit their action potential at the same time, creating a burst in the firing rate. We refer the interested reader to [7] for the consequences of the internal variability on such a pyramidal cell network.
On the other hand, oscillations induced by the conduction delay of the inhibitory feedback (the I-I interaction, also called the ING model) are another possible mechanismsee [15] and [4] for theoretical and computational models, and see [11] for a biophysical description. For this latter modeling hypothesis, the effect of intrinsic variability as defined above (i.e., probabilistic two-state neurons) has not been investigated, because Refs. [15] and [4] deal with deterministic integrate-and-fire neurons driven by synaptic input in the diffusion approximation (i.e., with additive Gaussian white noise on the current balance equation). Those studies enable the investigation of the influence of the intensity of this noise on network dynamics, as well as an approximate treatment of the problem posed by the presence of both Gaussian white noise and delay. Actually, due to the non-Markovian nature of such a process, the conduction delay is usually ignored in theoretical studies. However, the combination in neural networks of intrinsic noise and delay has not received attention, and its analysis follows below. We also note that the intrinsic variability of inhibitory interneurons (with blocked synaptic inputs) has recently been proposed as a major source of cortical variability [16] .
A large class of (deterministic) delay differential equations (DDEs) is well known to possess a Hopf bifurcation from a fixed point to a purely oscillatory solution; the associated characteristic equation for the stability analysis then generally admits an infinite number of complex-conjugate roots. The interested reader may find in [17] a variety of applications of DDEs to biology. In addition, DDEs are highly sensitive to noise; see [18] . In fact, extrinsic noise, producing a delayed Langevin equation, has been shown numerically and experimentally to induce oscillations in the human pupil light reflex [19] .
Our aim here is to extend the existing result on the finite-size "intrinsic" stochastic effects already noted on the Wilson-Cowan model [6, 7] to a network of inhibitory cells with intrinsic noise and conduction delays. The main question we ask is as follows: do similar stochastic oscillations due to a finite-size effect occur if the oscillations are caused by an inhibitory delayed feedback? And if so, can they be treated analytically by the linear noise approximation formalism?
The present work is organized as follows. We first formulate the dynamics of a finite number of connected interneurons (I-I interaction) using similar ideas to those for the E-I interaction network in [6] or the E-E interaction in [7] . The stochastic spiking model is written such that the deterministic rate equation (see [20] for example) is recovered when the network is infinitely large. With the help of recent mathematical techniques [21, 22] , we deduce in the second part a nonlinear stochastic delay differential equation that characterizes the activity. Using the linear noise approximation, we are able to compute an approximation of the power spectrum that is in good agreement with the spectrum obtained numerically by averaging over realizations of the intrinsic noise. We then discuss how the delay and the intrinsic variability induce oscillations even if the deterministic counterpart does not exhibit oscillations. We also illustrate how the intrinsic noise causes strong sporadic fluctuations in the phase of the gamma rhythm. We end the paper with a conclusion section, and we discuss future perspectives resulting from our work.
II. STOCHASTIC SPIKING MODEL
In this section, we expose in detail the stochastic spiking model. In neuroscience, a pioneer work taking into account the stochasticity imputed to a finite-size effect can be found in [23] . For the sake of clarity, we adopt a notation similar to that of [6] and [24] . The network is assumed to consist of N inhibitory cells (I-cell). Each cell is characterized by a random walk between two possible states (active or silent). When the neuron enters in the active state, the cell is said to fire an action potential. The transition rates from one state to another are chosen such that the rate model (see [20] , for example) is recovered in the mean-field limit. During a short interval of time (t,t + dt), the probability that a neuron jumps from the active state to the silent state is αdt (see Fig. 1 ), with α representing the (usually very fast) decay rate of the active state of the neuron back to the quiescent state. In other words,
In the other direction, from quiescent to active, things depend on the synaptic input s the neuron receives. The probability to jump from the quiescent state to the active state is calculated . During a short interval of time (t,t + dt), a neuron that is in the active state has probability αdt to jump into the quiescent state, and similarly, a probability βf (s)dt to jump from the quiescent state into the active state, where f is the response function (1) and s is the synaptic input. The right panel is a graphical representation of the response function f . using the response function f in Fig. 1 ):
where the response function f is
Let l(t) denote the integer number of active neurons at time t, which we will also interchangeably call the network activity or the global activity. Assuming an all-to-all coupling, the synaptic input that a neuron receives is
with h the external influence upon the network (a deterministic parameter), w the synaptic strength, and τ the axonal conduction delay. Note that, while this input s(t) is here called "synaptic," it is still considered intrinsic rather than external, since it originates solely from the two-state probabilistic transitions in each neuron. Recent work that has expanded this description (in the zero-delay context) to include both intrinsic and extrinsic noise at this step can be found in [25] . Notice also that the model is built under the assumption that the network is perfectly homogeneous.
Following the important remark in [24] , we chose in all our simulations α = 0.1, which corresponds to a time scale of α −1 = 10 ms (1 ms for the action potential plus 9 ms for the refractory period). Such a value mimics the refractory period even if the refractoriness is not explicitly modeled. In our simulation, we took delays in the range of the cortico-cortical axonal conduction delay of a monkey [26] .
We now illustrate the dynamics of the model with numerical simulations. We show in the upper part of Fig. 2 some raster plots depicting the spiking time of each neuron. The simulation presented in Fig. 2 illustrates the oscillatory behavior of the global activity. This is confirmed by the lower plots of Fig. 2 , which show the power spectrum of the global activity. The power spectrum is computed numerically by an averaging of many different realizations of the stochastic process. Furthermore, the power spectrum is estimated after discarding the transient dynamics that depend on the initial state. As we see in Fig. 2 , the power spectrum exhibits multiple resonance peaks. The dominant frequency is in the gamma band.
To get a better understanding of the kind of gamma oscillation the model induces, we computed in Fig. 3 the phase via a Hilbert transform (top panel) and the instantaneous frequency from this Hilbert phase (bottom panel) using the method in [27] . Toward that end, we have assumed formally that the global activity can be written as
The phase θ (t) can be extracted using the Hilbert transform of the activity on the left-hand side from which the mean of this activity (first term on the right-hand side) has been subtracted. The computation of the instantaneous frequency is normally given by a discretized version of
Note that since the phase is discontinuous when it increases by 2π , special precautions are needed to compute the derivative. This is achieved using the more rigorous definition in [27] , Eq. (43). Since in our case the system has a dominant frequency that on average moves the phase forward in time, one would expect that the phase is approximately given by θ (t) = ω 0 t + p(t). The quantity p(t) can be interpreted as phase fluctuations of the stochastic oscillatory process. When the phase is regular (i.e., increasing close to linearly), the instantaneous frequency is almost constant, while when a phase fluctuation occurs, the instantaneous frequency increases or decreases. Consequently, the estimated instantaneous frequency takes on positive values as well as negative values since the noise can cause phase advances or delays with respect to the mean phase. Interestingly, Fig. 3 illustrates that the phase of the gamma cycle is highly variable and exhibits sporadic strong fluctuations. Similar observations were reported with LFP data [28] .
The upper plots of Fig. 4 give the interspike interval (ISI) distribution. We see that the neurons are almost Poissonian for the left simulation. The ISI histogram looks bimodal for the middle, and is clearly multimodal for the right panel. We will relate this behavior to the bifurcation (i.e., the threshold for the onset of oscillatory behavior) in the following section. Similar observations were reported in [24] (without delays).
To further investigate the impact of conduction delay on the oscillatory behavior, we have computed the mean of the global activity with respect to the delay in the first panel of Fig. 5 . Interestingly, in this stochastic two-state process, the mean activity does depend on the delay. A larger conduction delay induces a higher mean activity. We have also computed the Q factor of the peak, which is a quantitative measure of the strength of the resonant behavior. This factor was defined here as the width of the spectral peak at 80% of its maximal value, divided by the frequency at which the peak occurs. We have found that the variance of the activity as well as the Q factor of the power spectrum increase with the delay, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Closer inspection reveals that a higher value of w or τ leads to a smaller mean activity. Indeed, we will see below that increasing the parameters τ and w also brings the system closer to the threshold for deterministic oscillations. Indeed, coming back to the first plot (the raster plot), we show with red spots the spiking times of one particular neuron. As one can see, a given neuron does not spike in each gamma cycle, but often misses several cycles before spiking again (this is also seen in LIF models-see [15] ). More surprisingly, the neuron can sometimes fire twice in the same cycle. Similar observations were reported in [24] .
We also show in the lower plots of Fig. 4 the distribution of the mean activity. This activity is clearly unimodal and even looks Gaussian for all parameters investigated, in spite of the fact that the interval histograms exhibit an oscillatory envelope near and above the bifurcation.
As noticed in [6] , a stochastic model of oscillations has the advantage of enabling a calculation of the complete power spectrum, rather than just the peak frequency, which makes possible the comparison with experimentally obtained spectra. We refer the interested reader to [10] for some comparison with local field potential data.
In the following sections, to get a clear picture of what causes the oscillations, we make a formal link between the stochastic spiking model and a noisy rate model. Using the linear noise approximation, we will separate the deterministic properties from the random fluctuations. The latter allow us to compute an approximation of the power spectrum that predicts the oscillations of the activity in terms of the model parameters.
III. LINK TO A STOCHASTIC RATE MODEL
To clarify the dynamics observed in Fig. 2 , diverse approaches can be taken. In [23] and [29] (see also [30] for other spiking models), the authors choose a path-integral representation of the stochastic process. In this article, we do not follow this approach. We focus our analysis instead on finding an approximation of the power spectrum as in [8] or in [9] . To do so, we link the model to a stochastic rate equation. However, instead of using the master equation formulation, we use recent techniques successfully applied in [21] for chemical reactions and for the Wilson-Cowan model [6] . Introducing the new mean activity variable r(t) = l(t)/N, representing the fraction of active neurons, one obtains (see Appendix A 1) that the dynamics of r(t) is described by the nonlinear stochastic DDE,
where η is a Gaussian white noise,
and s(t) is the synaptic input,
In Fig. 6 , we show a schematic representation of the dynamics given by (2) . Notice that, taking formally the number of cells N in (2) to be infinitely large, we recover the deterministic rate model, with several applications as exposed in [20] . One potential limitation of the deterministic model is that it only takes into account the mean activity and thus does not give any higher-order statistics. Furthermore, it is well established that random fluctuations may change drastically the dynamics of a system. As we will see later, the deterministic rate equation alone fails in explaining the oscillatory behavior reported in Fig. 2 . In what follows, we push further the analysis of (2). To do so, we use the linear noise approximation (LNA) to separate the deterministic and the noisy part.
In our situation, the LNA consists of separating the stochastic and the deterministic part in (2) through a linearization (see [22] for a recent perspective on the LNA). The LNA is not appropriate all the time. For example, when the deterministic rate exhibits two stable states, the linear noise approximation will fail in capturing the transitions between these states (see [7, 31] ). While the LNA is not relevant for this kind of situation, it is pertinent if the deterministic equation is close to a Hopf bifurcation. In this case, the eigenvalues of the stability matrix are complex conjugate with a real part near the imaginary axis. Then the mean activity converges toward its equilibrium in an oscillatory fashion. The damping effect due to the real part of the eigenvalue will be destroyed by the variability, and will give birth to a quasicycle. This can be seen in [8, 9] in the context of population dynamics, and in [6, 7] for theoretical neuroscience.
IV. LINEAR NOISE APPROXIMATION
In our situation, the LNA states that the number of active neurons can be approximated by the sum of a deterministic and a stochastic process. Furthermore, the fluctuation part is scaled by a factor 1/ √ N coming from the Van Kampen system size expansion. More specifically (see Appendix A 2), we have
with r 0 (t) the deterministic part and ξ (t) the stochastic part. The deterministic part obeys the exact rate model
with the synaptic current given by
After algebraic manipulations, including a linearization that keeps only the first-order term in 1/ √ N , we found that the 012702-5 Comparison between the global activity of the stochastic process (blue curve) and the deterministic process (black curve). The figures show the evolution in time of the activity r 0 (t) for the deterministic rate model (3) compared with the response of the finite population. If in the two first panels the deterministic rate reaches an equilibrium given by (A5) after oscillating, the finite stochastic population continues oscillating. The parameters for the simulation from left to right correspond to parameters in Fig. 2 . For each simulation, we also show the eigenvalues of the characteristic equation (see Appendix A 3). All the eigenvalues are complex conjugate with a negative real part when the stationary state is stable. The rightmost pair of eigenvalues is to the left of the imaginary axis for the left and center panels, while it has crossed the imaginary axis in the case above the Hopf bifurcation illustrated in the right panel.
fluctuation part obeys the linear stochastic DDE,
where η(t) is again a Gaussian white noise. Note that the coefficients of the DDE (4) depend on the solution of the deterministic DDE (3). Together these equations form a system of two DDEs, one of which is linear and driven by additive Gaussian white noise; however, both the drift and diffusion parts are time-dependent. We report in Fig. 7 a comparison between the deterministic rate (black curve) and the stochastic process (blue curve). In the first two plots, the curves differ in their asymptotic activity, as mentioned in the context of Fig. 2 . The agreement of the deterministic rate with the simulations is excellent at all times, including during the initial damped oscillations. Note that the initial conditions for these simulations is quiescence for all neurons. The network activity quickly jumps up from zero, and then undergoes damped oscillations.
As one may also notice from the first two plots, after oscillating, the deterministic part converges toward its equilibrium. The last plot shows a persistent oscillatory behavior also for the deterministic process. Indeed, a stability analysis (see Appendix A 3) shows that (3) is on the stable fixed point side of the Hopf bifurcation. This steady state is the unique fixed point and it is stable. This is due to the fact that the eigenvalues of the stability equation all have a negative real part. For each simulation, we display the eigenvalues in Fig. 7 . We present in Fig. 8 the stability boundary for two ranges of parameters. The blue stars stand for the parameters chosen in our simulations. The deterministic rate is thus in a nonoscillatory regime for the first two simulations, and in the oscillatory regime for the last simulation.
Taking into account only the deterministic component is not sufficient for the explanation of the oscillations observed in Fig. 2 . It clearly reveals that, under the Hopf bifurcation, both the internal fluctuation and the delay are necessary for an oscillatory regime, although none of them taken separately induces the oscillations. In the next section, we study the stochastic part of the dynamics.
V. POWER SPECTRUM
To compute an approximation of the power spectrum, we assume that the deterministic part of the rate model (3) tends toward its equilibrium. In other words, we assume the deterministic rate to be below the bifurcation point, as was the case in the two first simulations presented in Fig. 2 . Then, discarding the transient dynamics, the DDE (4) becomes (2) shown in the red curve (again averaging over 100 trials). The parameters for the simulation from left to right correspond to the parameters in Fig. 2. autonomous, and we can compute its power spectrum. After algebraic manipulations (see Appendix A 4), we found that the power spectrum of the global activity S(ω) computed numerically in Fig. 2 can be approximated by
wherer 0 ands 0 are, respectively, the stationary activity and the stationary synaptic input (see Appendix A 2), and δ(ω) is the Dirac measure.
We show in Fig. 9 a comparison between the theoretical power spectrum (black curve) and the power spectrum obtained in Fig. 2 from numerical simulations of the full network (blue curve). As we can see, the theoretical power spectrum (5) obtained from the LNA is in good agreement with the power spectrum obtained through numerical simulation of the network. The formula in fact provides a good explanation of the resonances seen in Fig. 9 in the power spectrum computed from simulations of the network. We carried out the comparison for more simulations than are shown here, and our results hold over a wide range of parameters. We note that there is a discrepancy between theory and numerics mainly at lower frequencies, as was also observed in [6] in the non-Markovian case. This discrepancy increases as the bifurcation is approached from below. Figure 9 also shows a comparison of the spectra from the theory and the full network simulations with that computed on numerical simulations of the stochastic delay-differential equation (2) (in red). The spectra computed from this SDDE agree very well with the spectra from the whole network for all the regimes shown. There is again a discrepancy at low frequencies that increases as the bifurcation is approached, but it is much smaller than the discrepancy seen with the theoretical spectrum. Thus the SDDE can be used to provide an accurate picture of the spectral properties without having to resort to the much longer full network simulations.
After algebraic manipulations, we find that the local extrema in the spectrum are solutions of the nonlinear equation:
The latter formula provides good insight into the location of the first frequency peak that is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Indeed, it is clear from the equation above that increasing the conduction delay τ should reduce the dominant frequency of the network.
In other words, a larger delay leads to a slower gamma oscillation. Further, according to the second panel of Fig. 10 , increasing the delay also results in an increase in the amplitude of the peak in the power spectrum of the oscillation. Note that in Fig. 10 , when the delay goes to zero, the spectral peak amplitude asymptotically also goes to zero. Nonetheless, the peak amplitude is never exactly zero, and the peak frequency is thus still well-defined numerically.
VI. DISCUSSION
Stochastic oscillations, also known as quasicycles, have received increased attention in the past few years. It is well known, for example, that random fluctuations can generate oscillations not seen in the deterministic dynamics. Recent research has focused in particular on the role of intrinsic variability in the emergence of quasicycles. Examples can be found in ecology as well as in population dynamics [8, 9] . This internal variability is imputed to the finite-size effect and can be treated via van Kampen's system size expansion.
Even more recently, in the neuroscience domain, similar conclusions arose. Indeed, in the presence of internal fluctuations in the Wilson-Cowan model, stochastic oscillations were detected numerically and elucidated analytically [6, 7] . From a purely mathematical point of view, this is related to the presence of complex-conjugate eigenvalues of the stability matrix of the dynamical system. However, none of these analyses in neuroscience and population dynamics has considered the presence of delays. Since delay-differential equations also have a stability characteristic equation with complex-conjugate roots, our goal was to extend existing results on the finite-size stochastic effects to a network of inhibitory interneurons with conduction delay, the latter giving the dynamics a non-Markovian character. This offers an analytical tool to investigate noise-induced brain rhythms, such as in the gamma range for the parameters of interest in this paper.
To do so, we applied some recent mathematical tools that have been successfully employed in [21] for the modeling of chemical reactions as well as in computational neuroscience [6] . These tools (see also [22] ) allowed us to establish a rate equation that keeps track of intrinsic fluctuations. Thus the model can be seen as a noisy version of the standard rate equation (see [20] ) in which the stochasticity is treated intrinsically. Furthermore, even if the simulations show persistent oscillations, the network considered here does not develop any persistent oscillatory behavior in the deterministic limit, i.e., it is operated below the Hopf bifurcation.
To get a better understanding of this oscillatory behavior, we computed an approximation of the power spectrum of the global activity via the linear noise approximation. Our analytical finding shows very good agreement with numerical simulations, except when we are too close to the bifurcation threshold. Further, an important feature of the model is that below the bifurcation, neither the noise nor the delay taken separately may cause the oscillatory behavior: the network's propensity to oscillate depends on both the internal variability and the conduction delay.
It is worthwhile to also situate our contribution in the context of two other recent network formalisms that have included delays. The seminal paper in Ref. [15] considered the transition between stationary and oscillatory global activity in both the infinite-and finite-size limits for sparsely connected inhibitory networks. It assumed that the firing rate of each neuron is low compared to the inverse of the membrane time constant, and that each neuron receives a large number of small inputs during that time constant, which enables the approximation of synaptic input by additive Gaussian white noise. Application of the Fokker-Planck formalism leads to a reduced equation for deviations of the global activity around the stationary firing rate, which basically describes a stochastic supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Determination of the two coefficients in that equation is possible after very complex calculations, which include the effects of the delay. Their main quantity of interest is the autocorrelation of the global activity, which shows damped oscillations below the bifurcation, corresponding to noise-induced oscillations. Larger delays lead more readily to oscillatory behavior, as in our case.
The linear-response theory formalism proposed in [4] begins with a previously calculated single neuron susceptibility function, computed using a nonstationary Fokker-Planck analysis of a single LIF neuron with additive Gaussian white noise. That complex calculation describes how the stochastic firing rate is modulated as a function of the frequency of a sinusoidal input. This susceptibility is then incorporated into a linear-response formalism, where inputs are seen to perturb the spontaneous activity. There are no conditions on the connectivity. Rather, the main assumption is that the noise is sufficient to cause a linearization of the single neuron transfer function, i.e., to obtain a good approximation to the susceptibility function. Also, a linear ansatz is made where a stochastic system, governed by nonlinear dynamics and internal noise, is perturbed by external noise and feedback. The formalism enables the computation of single neuron and population spike train power spectra for arbitrary input, and the effect of input correlations, as a function of all system parameters including the delay.
In contrast, the goal of our contribution is to extend the twostate transition formalism, developed originally in the area of population dynamics and recently applied to neural networks, to the non-Markovian case with delay. The interest in that formalism is its convergence to the well-known population rate formalism of Wilson-Cowan in the infinite size limit (which is also used in neural field theory). This formalism of course gives up some of the biophysical detail of LIF models. But nevertheless, it accurately explains many network phenomena, including finite-size effects that drive oscillations and find their source in the single-neuron probabilistic transitions. We show that this formalism provides a comparatively simple method to compute the basic spectral properties of networks with delay illustrated here on a globally connected inhibitory network. It does not need the time-dependent Fokker Planck formalism for LIF neurons, but rather derives nonlinear rate equations with multiplicative Gaussian white noise (which originate in the Poisson firing statistics). Further, this formalism provides simple nonlinear stochastic delay-differential equations that can be simulated directly to obtain spectral features in all regimes, which is much faster than full network simulations. These can be further analyzed to produce, as we have shown, relatively simple analytic expressions for the power below and near the Hopf bifurcation.
We should emphasize as well that even though the theoretical spectrum fails above the bifurcation, spectra computed from much faster simulations of the stochastic DDE (or SDDE) (2) (compared to full network simulations) provide an accurate description in all regimes investigated. It can thus serve as a simple realistic "model of the full model." The analysis of the strong yet sporadic phase fluctuations that our Hilbert analysis revealed based on full network simulations could also be analyzed quickly using this simplified SDDE.
There are a number of possible extensions to this work. First, instead of focusing on the interneurons, one can analyze an E-E network of pyramidal cells with delays. It could also be extended to a PING network with delays. It has been noted in [7] , utilizing analytical as well as numerical arguments, that an excitatory network with intrinsic noise but without delays will exhibit stochastic transitions between a high and a low activity. In this E-E case, however, LNA does not apply, as it requires only a single stable steady state for the deterministic system. It is possible then that the analysis in [7] can be generalized to the delay case. We note that [32] applied a delayed master equation to analyze the complex state transitions in a bistable system with delayed feedback driven by noise. Nonetheless, to our knowledge no investigation of this phenomenon has been carried in a neuroscience context. Also, recently (see [31] ) the stochastic transition between different attractors has been studied for an excitatoryinhibitory network. Again, the role of the conduction delay has not been investigated and can be another direction of interest. Finally, it would be interesting to see whether higher-order approximations would enable the theory to work better near or beyond the bifurcation threshold.
To clarify the dynamics of the stochastic spiking process, we link the model to a noisy rate equation. To speed up the computational performance of the Markov process in chemical reactions, the τ -leaping formula was introduced in [33, 34] ; see also [35] for a more recent review. It is common nowadays to use this formula to derive a stochastic differential equation [6, 21, 22] . This is done in spite of seemingly contradictory requirements, namely that the time step be small in order to take the infinitesimal limit, and large enough to approximate the Poisson distribution by a Gaussian distribution. The derivation of the stochastic differential equation, therefore, is approximate, but it is correct in the deterministic limit corresponding to an infinite size [22] .
Let l(t) denote the number of active neurons at time t. We write the evolution of the number of active neurons as a Poisson process,
with P the Poisson distribution. Using the result in probability theory that a Poisson random variable may be approximated by a normal random variable,
where N is the normal distribution, we get the expression
and with the help of
we obtain
Introducing finally the variable r(t) = l(t) N and taking the limit when dt goes to zero, one obtains the nonlinear stochastic DDE,
and s(t) the synaptic input given by
Linear noise approximation (LNA)
To study (A1), we use the LNA to separate the deterministic and stochastic dynamics. In our situation, the LNA states that the number of active neurons can be approximated by the sum of a deterministic and a stochastic process. Furthermore, the fluctuation part is scaled by a 1/ √ N factor that comes from the Van Kampen system size expansion. More specifically,
with r 0 (t) the deterministic part and ξ (t) the stochastic part. The deterministic part obeys the exact rate model,
After algebraic computations with a linearization that keeps only the first-order term in 1/ √ N , we found that the fluctuation part obeys the linear stochastic DDE,
where η(t) is again a white noise. Note that in this paper we adopt the Ito convention of stochastic calculus. Note also that the coefficients of the DDE (A4) depend on the solution of the deterministic equation (A3). From (A3), the only stationary state is given by αr 0 = (1 −r 0 )βf (s 0 ),
wheres 0 is the stationary synaptic input,
The stationary state is illustrated in the first plot of Fig. 8 .
Stability of the deterministic part
The stability of the stationary state can be studied in the standard way. We expand the solution of the deterministic process around its stationary state, r 0 (t) =r 0 + εr 1 (t) + o(ε 2 ).
Plugging this last expression in (A3) and keeping only the first-order term in ε, we get that the perturbation r 1 (t) follows Looking for a solution of the form r 1 (t) = r 1 e λt , we find that the eigenvalues λ k are solutions of the characteristic equation One should not confuse the frequency ω and feedback weight w in the latter formula. These two equations were solved simultaneously using the root finder "fsolve" in MATLAB.
Because there is an infinite (though countable) number of conjugate pairs of eigenvalues, only the rightmost pairs are displayed. Their determination required many different initial conditions for the root solver. The stationary state is stable when all the eigenvalues have a negative real part (μ < 0). We show in Fig. 7 the eigenvalues for a range of parameters.
In Fig. 8 , we show the boundary between the stability region (non oscillatory) and the instability region. The black curve is given by simultaneous solutions of these two equations when μ = 0.
Power spectrum of the stochastic part
We assume that the deterministic part of the rate model (A3) tends toward its equilibrium (below the threshold of After algebraic manipulations, we find that
wherer 0 ands 0 are, respectively, the stationary activity and the stationary synaptic input, both of them given by the deterministic part (A5). Again, one should not confuse ω and w in the formula. The latter formula can be written as .
From the theoretical formula of the power spectrum (A6), a straightforward computation gives us the basic properties In principle, one can differentiate the expression for the power spectrum to obtain the frequency of the main and secondary resonance peaks. After algebraic manipulations, we find that the local extrema are solutions of the nonlinear equation ω α + βf (s 0 ) = − tan ωτ.
From (A2) one obtains (under the assumption that the steady state is stable) the power spectrum S(ω) of the activity,
The latter formula was given by (5) and compared with stochastic simulation of the full model in Fig. 9 .
